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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. 
(AI) Artificial intelligence on information sharing has come full circle. Users demand privacy, and to control their content. The use of location using 
both (IPS) Indoor Position System and GPS on maps combined with data on roles and relationships is allowing AI to enable the user to control 
content and privacy. Three data points are input into the AI namely the location of the user, even if indoors, the location of the person or thing or 
event like an appointment, and thirdly the relationship between the two in a hierarchy or group. These three we will call, my location, my event, and 
my hierarchy, and are the data points applied to the AI rules to drive content, access, and data sharing.  The MyGmap app uses this simple concept 
to build many SaaS solutions using a google maps UI with google indoors showing my locations and my events. The UI for my hierarchy is the 
BIT13 browser where the user can move around a 13-position window of their hierarchy or group. If you like using your navigation map you will love 
seeing it work with your controlled content and privacy and its fun to see your relationships displayed in this way. The built in features is configured 
by the company we SaaS solution providers, like MedLyft, AgentUp, EHS Safetycard, School Safety, and PGA golf coaches.    

 

SaaS SOLUTION providers and how my location, my event, and my hierarchy are used in the AI. 

MedLyft – Non-Emergency medical Transportation 
Uses the location of the user (maybe handy-capped), Care Circle, pharmacy, script events, Dr. appointments     
 

AgentUp – real estate brokers use an Uber like app 
Instantly connect with buyers (first up like Uber) on a map UI and share only their own listings. 
Uses the realtor’s location and how long they are on standby and the user’s location. The brokers hierarchy can be browsed and managed in BIT13.    
 

10talents - Quarterly report sharing for private equity investors with Tableau. 
Uses the location, the quarterly event, the relationship hierarchy and role of the investor to funds as the AI data points. 
 

EHS Safetycard. 
IPS location is used to train good safety behavior and events like entering a safety area, wearing PPE, performing safety checks are AI data points.  
 

School Safety.  
IPS location is shared with first responders and evacuations are coordinated using AI to determine shooters position. 
 

 

MYGMAP common features. 
 
MYGMAP is a Uber like app builder that give content control back to the user. Users controls content and who to connect to and when and what 
information to share. Mygmap is an integrated technology solution that facilitate innovation using a SAAS app builder. The features are: 

1. Map based positioning sharing and routing using google map GPS.  
2. Indoor Positioning Systems using IoT BLE devices.  
3. User content control where the location, contact information and lollipops on the map are controlled by the user.  
4. Appointments and calendar events are tracked interactively. 
5. Group circles, called CARE CIRCLE in the case of MedLyft are user driven and information sharing is opting in. 
6. First Up to present the next in line based on wait time in the real estate agent, driver for MedLyft or golf coach for PGA golf as examples. 
7. Security hierarchy with a * BIT13 browser to explore groups and contacts. 
8. Member enrolls with subscription management built in to monetize the app. 

 
SaaS Solution providers are in various industries, like Health and Safety, Non-Emergency Medical transportation, Real Estate 
agencies, Mygmap is flexible and configurable to allow any type of Uber idea to be implemented into a business for profit.  
Another idea examples: 
Firehouse app wakes firemen, with routes, firemen locations including IPS. Secure hierarchical delivery of Quarterly reports CRM. 
Travel commissioner’s app that does your planning and is a real time guide with your content only. Seamless expenses. Works great for groups.  
 
The concept is to remove the technology barrier to integration of CRM, Google Map, IPS and group/hierarchy to provide a configurable integration 
for these technologies, debit and credit card processing in e-commerce, Google maps, IoT technology, Tableau, PDF documents for agreements, 
music and video delivery, Map routing and lollipops, Salesforce integration, and Indoor Positioning Systems (IPS). Systems follow a Cybersecurity 
Strategy and compliance and address the Cybersecurity standards NIST, GRC, SOC, HIPPA.  * BIT13 is a browser that shows a 13-position view of 
your hierarchical relationships or groups. As contacts enroll it writes them into a blockchain DLT which creates the hierarchy.       
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Notable MYGMAP SaaS SOLUTION providers 

THERE ARE TWO PATENTS UTILIZED FOR APPLICATIONS USING IOT IN INDOOR LOCATOR SENSORS AND MEASUREMENT  

o A School IPS and communication system School Safety web apps using IoT Technology, BLE devices, 

and IPS Indoor Positioning Systems see EHS Schools see EHSIot.com Has AI to locate shooter and 

conduct evacuations.  See EHSIoT.com 

 

 

o EHS behavior training Signs and Safetycard EHS IoT used as components to build IoT beacon signs and 

wearables for safety behavior training, See EHSIoT.com  

 

 

 

o A MAP CRM for patients MedLyft.com interactive AI Google map with a care circle for medical transport 

and scripts. A Non- Emergency Medical transportation (NEMT) map-based CRM dispatch that integrates with 

Dispatch-bot. Map based non-emergency medical transport Developed Uber like Contact Management 

System (CMS) with a CARE CIRCLE.  See MedLyft.com 

 

 

o A realtor map-based CRM for instant new buyers Map based Uber for real estate agents Developed Uber 

like agent Contact Management System (CMS) on Azure. See AgentUp.us   

 

 

 

o Get a PGA coach now that works like AgentUp. Map based get a PGA coach with a TRAINING 

CIRCLE.  See a dev copy at PGA Coach now 

https://bit13.azurewebsites.net/AmaZFunGolfClubMAP.cshtml

